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BENEDICTINE MONASTERY LIBRARY AT NEW NORCIA,
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Thefollowinginteresring accoilntwas receivedfrom Marray Pennifold, President of the WA Craft Bookbinders Guild.
He describes the work that members of that Guild did in the repair and restoration of books in the Monastery's library.
An overseas member of the NSW Guild, Franca Simkin, tells of similar experiences in England where bookbinders give
their services to assess and repair books in the libraies of some of Britain's stately homes in returnfor accommodation
there. (What an expeience! The pleasure of binding in a fascinating location. Ed.)

COLD !!!
A man must have rocks in his head to be out in this country
this time of year. Last night the sky was absolutely clear
and this moming the cars are covered in a thick layer of ice
and the grass is crackling underfoot as we stand with our
backs to the sun trying to get wann.

Where are we and why are we here?

New Norcia is a small village about 120 km north of Perth
on the old 6ain road to Geraldton. It was established in
1846, shortlyafterthe foundingofthe colonyat Perth. A
group of Benedictine monks from Spain, led by Dom
Rosendo Salvado, established a monastery on the fertile
Victoria plains which line the banks of the Moore River,
with the aim of becoming a self sustaining community.
They tended to the needs of the aboriginal communities in
the vicinity, as well as for any white settlers who ventured
so far from the settlement in Perth. They named it New
Norcia after Nursia, an area north east of Rome where St.

Benedict was bom.

As the Mona-stery grew over the years, a substantial library
was amassed, and so, in about mid 1985, an outing for the

reasonably young Bookbinders Guild of WA was arranged

to travel to New Norcia for a picnic lunch and to visit the
library in the aftemoon.

At subsequent meetings much discussion was held about
the state of the books seen in the library, and it was resolved
that the Guild should offer to undertake some preservative
maintenance on a number of the books.

The climate in this area, besides being very cold and
reasonably wetinthe winter, is veryhot and verydry inthe
sunmer. Most of the leather bindings on display were
showing the effects of the dry heat and were starting to
powder, ftet away and become brittle.

We approached the Brothers who were enthusiastic about
the idea. Ifaparty were to go there to undertake maintenance

on their books, they would provide accommodation and

meals for the weekend. After the initial approach had been
made, considerable discussion went on as to the dressing
that should be used on the bindings. Numerous enquiries
were made concerning the types of leather dressings that
were being used by the large institutions. Eventually, it
was decided to opt for anatural dressing made from 2 parts

wool-fat (anhydrous lanolin), I part beeswax and about 4
parts neatsfoot oil (arrived at by trial and error).

W A Guild members, Perry De' Re be ira
and Fred Pritchard, worhing on the
boolc in the Monastery's archives.
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The fust team went to New Norcia in June I 987. The task

was to remove the books ftom the shelves in the library,
take them outside and dust off each head and foredge with
a large soft, clean paint brush. The front and back covers
were opened and the insides of the hinges were dusted
where there was a fair amount of debris from small insects
that seemed to have made a home in these books at some
stage. The books were then farured out to get a bit of fresh
air into them. This was all done outside the library so the
dust created was notjust spread around.

The books were then taken back inside where any small
tears in the leather or other covering materials were
repaired. A liberal coating of leather dressing was applied
and then the books were put aside for as long as possible to
allow the dressing to soak in before polishing.

For the fust five years these weekend sojourns were a male
only affair because, initially, the work took place in the

main library which is within the cloistered part of the
monastery where females were not permitted. More
recently, as we have finished the original set of books, we
have moved down to the archives which are not within the
cloisters and lady members of the Guild are starting to
come and help.

The fust books we worked on were half bound leather and

dated from about the mid 1800's. These were the books

which we saw when we fust visited the library and which
drew our attention to the necessity for some maintenance
as the dry and fretting leather was very obvious.

MOROCCO BOUND

The books we are working on at present are all from about
1700 to 1800, and are mostly fully bound in leather with
quite elaborate tooling on the spine. The majority of the

books are in quite good condition with the boards still
firmly attached but showing severe shess along the joints
where the leather has dried out and become quite fragile.
Most of the books have tight backs and a significant
number of them, with the leather being so very dry, have
the backs cracking and breaking away. Most of the others
are bound in vellum, and these we are just cleaning and
repairing the tears and/or turn in's that have come adrift.

The paper in all of the books in the archives is hand made
and in exceedingly good condition. On this last trip, only
one book was found where the paper was badly discoloured
and the foredges staxting to ftet away.

Very few of the books are written in English, most are in
Latin, Italian and Spanish with a few in French. Although
we have not been able to read much whilst handling the

books, we have been able to discem that the topics covered
range ftom theology, architecture to hydraulics, just to
mention a few.

At fust, there were two parties of four people going up each
year, but last year, we were asked if a third party would be

possible. Therefore for these last two years, we have made
three sorties.

The men who go are invitedto eat inthe refectory withthe
brothers. There is no talking in the refectory during the

meals save for one brother who reads a passage from the
bible, and then continues to read an excerpt from a modern
book aloud. These readings axe not necessarily of a
religious nature, and in the times we have been there, have

covered topics like adventure and history.

In the evening, after the meal, a "tradition" started to

emerge where we all wander over to the pub about l0
minutes walk away. We sit around a large slow combustion
heater and have a pleasant chat while consuming a glass or
two of "guinness" before braving the cold and returning to
otu quarters for the remainder of the evening.

On Sunday moming, it is back into dusting and dressing

more books and dusting the shelves, then aroundeleven am

we start polishing the books and retuming them to their
places.

By about three pm all the books are returned, and all the
gear packed up and put away. Then we are offon our way
home, leaving the monastery with a salisffing feeling of
having been able to contribute ina smallwayto something
really worthwhile.

Fred and Perry in the Monastery Courtyard
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A VISIT TO KARL BARTACEK

Whilst in Melboume recently, I visited Karl Bartacek, a
member ofthe Victorian Guild who makes finishing tools.
Whenhe firststartedbookbinding, and givenhis engineering
background, Karl noticed opportunities for alteration and
simplification in both small hand tools and gold blocking
presses for craft binders. Whilst ensuring that the proper
function of the tools was not affected, [s shangsd the
designs on practically every tool. As a result, they do not
look quite like the taditional eighteenth or nineteenth
century desips.

I am not sure in which order Karl developed his tools, but
I will try to describe them in a logical order, together with
some ofthe dififerences between Karl's andthe naditional
tools.

Forexample, Kad claimsthathisrollers are betterthan the
English styles because they are mounted on a stub axle
ratherthm the a,tle being sryportedoneach side. According
to Karl, this gives better sighting as there is no frame in the
way. All Karl's rollers are brass, l0mm thick, 75mm
diameter and l0mm bore. Because of their standard
dimensions, only one handle is needed. The volume of
brass in the roller aids the heat retention and hence the
perid of workability. Apart from plain rollers, Karl is
restricted to patterns that are able to be produced on a lathe
oramill (viz mechanical sbapes) ratherthan the Eaditional
floral designs which have to be engraved. The handle costs
$30 and plain line wheels are also $30 each plus postage,

which I consider to be quite cheap for zuch a tool.

For single tool decorative work, Karl produces a shorter
handle into which can be inserted (and secured with a
screw) brass design pieces. The handles are made in 3 sizes
- 6mm, 8mm and I Omm bores - and the brass desip pieces

come in the same sizes. Once again, Karl is restricted to
relatively mechanical desips. Ilandles for these are $10
and the desip pieces are $ 1 0 each. One "piece" has an
attachmentwhichwilltake an individual brass (or foundry
metal) letter. These are made in a variety of point sizes,

with the letter secured by screws in two directions. Six or
eight handles would allow enough letters to be warmed
simultaneously for continuous working. Alternatively, by
using only one handle, single insertions of each type letter
would be required. Foundry type in short sets (viz A-Z and

1 -0) is not expensive but unfortunately, notreadily available.

For decorative work, Karl makes what he calls an electric
pen. This is a Birko electric handle contolled by a
Robertshaw rheostat, with the handle having an attachment
which takes a 6.5mm brass tapered point tool. He fastens
a piece of foil to the work surface with masking tape and
places a design on pap€r over this. With the tool, he works
the desigr onto the material. The electric pen is $195 and
the brass tip $5. The designs I saw ranged from simple to

quite elaborate and most interesting. Almost any type of
design is possible - an example being a pair of horses. One
attachment available is a polishing iron for heat applied
repair tissue. Others are fabricated brass pallets.

Ifurl makes two width sizes of type holders - 50mm and
75mm, at $55 and $60 respectively. lmported type holders
are well over $200 and the big difference is that Karl seeks
to minimise the cost (and hence the price) and does not
remove as much brass. As a result, Karl's holder is
relatively heavy and perhaps a little more difficult to use,
Offsetting this, the holderprobably holds the heat longer.

I was particularly interested in Karl's blocking press

because so few second-hand ones come onto the market
and many members have often expressed a desire to obtain
a suitable "blocker" for themselves. Karl's approach has

been to discard every frill he could in order to produce a
flexible, simplified and cheap machine. We all accept that
everything associated with roll feed (which may be
appropriate for repetition work) may be discarded, but not
everyone would agtee tbat some of the other features be

eliminated. The resulting machine is a fabricated steel
base of 6mm plate, 290mm width and 520mm depth.

The arm is ofsquare steel tube and a particular feature is
the ttrroat depth of 23 Omm which IGrl claims would allow
almost any standard cover to be done in any direction. The
l50mm x l00mm type chass e;;r6ricated steel slides onto
the holder and is secured with two screws. I would have
prefened to have a handle on the chase rather than the need

4
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to use protective gloves forremoval ofthe chase (Karl says
this may be altered to order). And a stop against which to
press the chase, rather th.n to rely solely on alignment by
eye, particularly ifresetting ofthe chase becomes necessary.

Karl could supply larger sized chases ifrequired - a 250mm
x l00mm size could cover almost any spine.

Costs may be saved by the elimination of the conventional
sliding table and replacing it with various stops. Instead of
fixing apiece of board to the sliding table, the board is set

against the stops on Karl ' s machine , with the material to be

blocked placed over the board and against the stops. While
this is quite a different approach, there would seem to be

no reason why the press would be less accuate than the

conventional arrangement. The other major difference in
the operation is the head drive. The slide that carries the
chase is a sqwre tube which rides inside a larger square

MOROCCO BOLTND

tube (with slide adjusters to remove any play), and ttrere

is no reractor spring. Instead, there is a hand released lock
which automatically re-engages when the head is lifted.
IGrl claims that this system gives a better "feel". Samples
of blocking shown to me were very good, so it must work.
About 15 have been sold so far with no reported problems.

Duetothe lowprice of$950 andabout$50 fordelivery, the

machine is somewhat "chunky" and Spartan looking in
appearance, but is still nonetheless attractive for its
performance. The rheostat is the same one used on the

electric pen and may be a trifle slow to heat.

Further details on his wares are available from Karl
Bartacek, 25 Abercrombie St, South Oakleigh, Victoria
3167 or telephone (03) 579 2435.

Michael Mathew,
Sydney.

BOOK REVIEW

ZEIER Franz. BOOKS, BOXES AND PORTFOLIOS.
Orig. puM Switzerland 1983. Trans. by Ingrid Li. This
edition pubd N.Y. 1990.

This is a paxticularly well-written and well-illustrated
textbook.

It has been recently translated from its originrl German by,
apparently, an American-Chinese. Whatever was the
arangement, the tanslation is very competent. The
technical interpretation, however, is occasionally imperfect.
Ms Li lacks the knowledge and insight of either a trained
binder or even a committed amateur. Small enors of
understanding are common in this text. It would have been

improved if the publisher had paid for a Middleton to skim
through the proofs. However, editing is fast becoming a
lost art. It is rarely done "in-house" these days.

tlaving finished my snarling, I have to make plain that Herr
Zeier's descriptions are so tersely expressed that the reader
is attracted to a workbench as a bee is to honey.

The Author approaches the craft ofbook-binding down the

avenue ofpaper crafts. He says, in otherwords, that ifyou
can make all these objects ftom paper, thread, paste and
glue, then books are the next step. For example, there are
l7 pages on materials and basic tools; l3 pages on paper-
folding, creasing and trimming; 30 pages on gluing paper,
card and board.

After these important subjects are mastered, one moves on
to the 70 pages which are given to box and slipcase making

and over 40 pages to portfolios and photo albums. Many
modern, non-trade bindersmust have often wonderedwhy
they were not so trained themselves. Certainly, if I were
plenning a course I would pay less attention to getting the

student to the book making level and more to the better
understanding of paper and adhesives.

It is only when one goes through the last 80 pages, on the

binding of books, tbat one discovers the limitations of the
author with his designer's view of the craft. For example,
he doesn't questionthat PVA hastakenthe place of animal
glue; well, it may have done for some people but it basn't
for me. One doesn't have to be steeped in tradition to learn
the values of different adhesives. Worse, though, there

appearc to be no understanding ofthe different types and

qualities of PVA's.

The short chapterson "Titling", "The Headband 'andEnd-
papers" are puny and silly.

The fact remains, well written texts on this subject are few
and usually badly illustrated. Zeier is an artist and a good

one. His method sf lsxshing an amateur to design and

make boxes and portfolios could not be better. The book
retails at a well-known Sydney bookshop for $69.90 Aust.

Ron Abbey,
Glenquerry, NSW.
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This box was demonstrated to members of the Queensland
Bookbinders Guild by Arthur Chick some yeius ago.
Arthur (a book historian, not a binder) used the minimum
of equipment by marking offdirectly from the book and
cutting the card with scissors. Every book in his large
collection is boxed in this fashion for maximum protection
in restricted storage space and the Queensland climate.

Along the lines ofthe I 0 minute slip case (Morocco Bound
Vol. 10, No. l, March 1989), this two-piece case is made
of th i n sar6, rasteboard or construction card, the important
requirement being that it will score and crease readily.
Pasteboard boxes can be prettied up by covering with dec-

orative wrapping paper or even wallpaper. Typed, stick-
on labels can be used for identification.

One comer of each half is cut away which greatly eases

inserting the book and opening and closing the box.

The side joint is made fust and, to help in the gluing
process, I mount apiece ofsquare-ended 8cm x 2cm board
(floorboard) vertically in the finishing press. With the box
placed over this board, the side and bottom joints can be
squared off and firmed into place.

W Horton,
Queensland.

MOROCCO BOUND

A SIMPLE TWO-PIECE BOOK BOX
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SOURCE, PLEASE

Readers ofBritain' sDES/GNER BOOKB ND E RS N EWSLETTE R

have been asked if they know the source of the poem below,

which was found written in crabbed, faded writing i:r an 1898

book about the merchant service. Dennis Hain, the f,rnder, says

it is one of the best short summaries of the binder's art he has

seen.

ffo Mr M.H. (or llt.M.H.)J

Lo! Master mine - who taught mine art to ile -
Here is a book which I have boundfor thee.

Bearing thy just instructions well in uind
I stripped the volume which I was to bind,
Each section cleaned and beat its back edge true

End papers chosen andfixed, the white with glue

With paste the coloured - Then the sections laid
Each cross-cut kedagainst irs sfrings aruayed.

Section by section sewed the volume through

With stitch and kettle stitch in order due.

Beaten and glued, the presses cheeks between

The plough then cut its edges square and clean.

Gripped in the backing boards, the mallel's beat

Next lent the rounded back ils crescent meet.

The headbands set, the straight cut backing laid,
And glue hard set, the boards were duly made.

Pierced with six holes they took the pasted strings

And the book/luttered on uncertain wings.

The covering paper lends it unity -
The BOOK's a BOOK! Bare but an entity!
Now in the leather pared and spread with paste -
The back, hot glued is in the middle placed.

Up with the sides! Pull taut! Tuck head and tail!
Rub with the folder, and by no means fail
To set the headcaps. Let it dry awhile.

Letter and gild to suit the Volume's style

Paste down the end ... and ifyou cannot look
With pleasure on the binding ... read the book.

W.S.I.

A HANDY HINT
(For those people who sew on tapes without a sewing frame)

One of the problems of sewing on loos€ tapes is that they tend to
flop around, particularly for the first few sections.
HINT: After sewing the tapes onto the frst section, fold them

round into a loop and secure with
a piece of sticky tape or ever
Blutak(?). It will now be much
more rigid, but of course, when
sewing the following sections,
remember to pass the needle
through the loop!

(This hint was suggested by a weaver learning bookbinding, to
demonstrate the power of lateral thinking!)

MOROCCO BOWD

FOR SALE

BIRDS OF AUSTRALIA
Gracius Joseph Broinowski

The W A Guild is offering for sale a number of unbound copies
of this book for binding by collectors. Part of a numbered,
limited edition of 850 printed and published in Perth in I 987, of
which only a part were actually bound and sold by the publisher
before liquidation problems resulted in a forced sale of the
balance. The books are in a machine-sewn (easily removed by
the purist), unbound, and uncut state with a few being lightly
glued on the spine.

The book contains 36 fine coloured plates ofAustralian birds
plus a couple ofother plates and descriptive text - 2l I pages ia
all. Actual size is 420mm x 300mm to give a finished size after
trimming of 380mm x 280mnr.

Because of the difficulty of packing and mailing books of this
size in single copies, orders will only be delivered to Guilds in
bulk for distributiotr to members. Cost per copy which includes
transport is $60 per copy. Sister Guilds can send orders with
payment to the W A Guild, 7 Glover St, Diaaella, 6062 or
telephone Ted Dowling on (09) 276 6163.

Ted also conveys an invitation to members of other Guilds
visiting W A to contact their President Murray Peonifold on
telephone (09) 276 6163 and possibly get along to one oftheir
meetings.

BOARD CUTTER Hand operated, table mounted, with
clamp fitted with a rope loop for foot operation. Overall
dimensions 1))Qmm x160mm having acuttingwidth of 540mm
and adjustable gauge up to 280mm.
Price $450 collected Sydney; packing and freight extra.
Enquiries: Rowley Corbett (02) 665 1097.

ANEW PUBLICATION

THE FUTURE OF HAIYD.BOOKBII\DING
by

Samuel B. Ellenport

This important aod provocative study identiltes trends within the
craft since WWII, carrying thern through the present and into the
future.

Printed letterpress in Janson typ€ on Magnani mould-made
paper, the edition consists of 150 copies bound in boards,
illustrated. Each book is numbered and siped. The price is
US$130.00 postpaid.

Available January 1993

The Harcourt Bindery, Inc.
51 Melcher Street, Boston, MA 02210

(617-542-sts8)
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MORE LEATHER SPLITTING I\EWS

Following the August 1992 item in Morocco Bound, several
members have taken advantage of Suzy Braun's efforts to locate
a firm willing to undertake leather splitting for binders. The fust
batch of pieces was delivered to Reynolds Leather and Handcraft s

at l3-l'l Wilson St Botany, and split to a thickness of between
0.7mm a16 0.8mm, the best the machine could achieve and a
good start for most binders.

Suzy is willing to organise a second batch which should be
delivered to the Guild's workshop before 31st March. Leather
sent by post should be addressed to the new post box, that is,
P O Box l1 l0 Rozelle NSW 2039. Whether sending by post or
delivering by hand, parcels must be labelled ATTENTION:
S. BRAI]N.

Leather pieces should not be wider than 355mm (14 inches),
should not be wavy or stretchy and, if stiff, should be well
boarded to prevetrt damage during splitting. Suzy has kindly
offered to repack pieces for collection and to despatch COD
those to be posted. Individual invoices will be included in each
parcel, as, till the total amount to be split is known, it is
impossible to estimate costs. Mr McFarlane at Reynolds, very
generously gave the Guild a considerable discount on the last
batch to be split. We are grateful to him and especially to Suzy
for her efforts.

MOROCCO BO(LND

T]M - DID YOU KNOW ......

Once upon a time, in the olden days before metrication, board
sizes were measured in weight: so many ounces to the unit of
area.

We now measure in nrno.

An um is not an old printers measure like an em or an ell as one
would initially expect. The "u" is acfualty the Greek letter "p",
the symbol used in applied mathematics to represent micro,
millionth or a l0i part. lte "m" in um is the symbol for metre.

Thus a 2,000 ums board is two thousand millionths of a metre
thick (mathematically 2x103x105), that is 2 millimetres. A
1.5mm board is 1500 ums.

We uow have board sizes specihed by thickness - much more
convenient for the hand binder. Perhaps also a new Scrabble
word!

BACK COPIES
Back copies of Morocco Bound are available from March
1987 ffol. 8, No. 1). Orders to Secretary, P O Box 1110
Rozelle 2039 with remittance payable to the NSW Guild of
Craft Bookbinders.

HERE AND THERE

It is wonderful to have an excuse to do what one enjoys most. ln
my case reading comes fust, aud in the interest of Morocco
Bound,lhavehad the p,erfect excuse to drop all dreary tasks and
indulge in unlimi1.4 ls6ding of the many j ournals and magazines
which come to the Guild library. It is also good to know exactly
what is going on in other States' Guilds.

The Victorian Bookbinders' Guild Inc. celebrated its l0th
Anniversary last year with an exhibition "Bound to Please". A
Guild meeting was held with the Calligraphers and Papermakers
and a combined exhibition with these craft workers is being
considered. I notice that many of the overseas Guilds work thus.

On the gossip side, there is news that Maureen Drke is to retire
from teaching il England, Ron Eadie is now living in South
Australia and has recently married Veronica, also a bookbinder.
Despite his active membership of the Working Draught Horse
Association with his horse Woody,Ron still finds time to submit
technical articles for the Guild's newsletter. News also that
Arthur Johnson was to visit New Zealand in December, possibly
in relation to the publishing of a limited edition book.

Yapp (lovethe name!) the official newsletter of the W A Craft
Bookbinders' Guild, has firrther news of the Guild's work at
New Norcia (see article in this edition). One of the experiences
ofthe weekend, for one binder at least, was the "unforgettable
ride on the wild side" in Doug Firth's sidecar! During Arts Week
- City of Perth, the Guild members displayed their work and gave
dernonstrations to the public, an activity they are to repeat at the
February Hobby Spectacular.

The Queensland Bookbindersr Guild continues its participation
ia various festivals, and its workshops with such luminaries as
Fred Pohlmann, Bill Horton, and Bettine Gresford who is once
again to lecture on Bradel binding. The Guild celebrated its I 5th
Anniversary in December 1992 and June McNicol has been
made a Life Member - Congratulations on both counts! Some
unusual skins for bindiag are advertised in the newsletter - from
Auskins Leathercrafts in Cairns. You can obtain skins of
barramgadl, catretoad, crocodile, emu, kangiloo, seasnake and
shark - now there's a challenge.

More Guild news, both home and abroad, next edition.

R. J.

EDITOR'SNOTE

It was always going to be a hard act to follow! Daphne Dobbyn's
editorship of Morocco Bound was clearly marked by her
professionalism as a binder, her abundant onthusiasm for any
task she undertakes and, in the background, her wonderful
jownalist husband - who better to adjudicate on a sticky split
inflrnitive! Therefore dear reader, I crave your indulgence
during my time spent holding the fort and hope this fust edition
will not lower the standard too drastically. I must state
emphatically that nothing at all would have been accomplished
without the cheerful expertise of my unofficial co-editor, John
Newlaod, to whom I rm most grateful.

Roberta Johnstone.
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